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development taking shape

MP Charlie Elphicke with staff from Dover District Council after being shown around the St
James’ development site
Picture: Charlie Elphicke MP

Cineworld is first
part of a bigger
picture for Dover

Established 1994

NO DISCOUNTS! NO OFFERS! NO GIMMICKS!
We supply high end, state of
the art products at very
affordable prices
Established in 1994 Walmer
Installations ltd have been in
business for nearly 22 years
How many companies can
claim to have been in existence
for so long and still be under
the same ownership??

The skeleton of Dover’s new
giant cinema is taking shape.
Builders are putting together
the framework of the six-screen
Cineworld, part of the major St
James’ retail and leisure development in Dover.
It will the biggest boost for the
town’s cinemagoers for decades.
While there were countless
cinemas scattered around Dover
in the mid-20th century these
were gone by the 1980s, and since
the 90s there has only been the
Silver Screen at Market Square
to watch the latest blockbusters.
The development, off Townwall Street, will also have a
hotel, restaurants and shops.
Tenants so far confirmed
included M&S, Travelodge, Nandos, Bella Italia and Frankie and
Benny’s.
Work is currently being carried out by construction firm
Gallagher, which is also clearing land and laying foundations.
A main contractor is expected
to be announced in the coming
weeks. The chosen firm will be
tasked with finishing most of
the work by the end of the year.
Dover and Deal MP Charlie
Elphicke was given a tour of the

Construction firm Gallagher are the clearing site

‘The starting gun
has well and truly
been fired on the
renewal of Dover’
building site by workers from
Dover District Council and
developer Bond City.
The site once had the office

tower block Burlington House,
branded Dover’s ugliest building and was knocked down by
last February.
Mr Elphicke said: “After years
of waiting, Burlington House
was demolished. This was a
huge victory – a symbol of how
things are changing.
“It was incredible to see how
much progress has been made.
“The starting gun has well and
truly been fired on the renewal
of Dover.”
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Steel framework of what will be a six-screen Cineworld at the St James’ development

